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Workshop Description One Sheet

Title: Presenting with Confidence, Clarity & 
Credibility

Approximate Length:  Varies (2 hrs/Full 
Day)

Who Is It For: Anyone who needs to
improve their presentation skills, address
speaking fears, speak in front of groups
or sell ideas to others

Key Questions:
1. How can I balance verbal and nonverbal
messages in order to fully engage
listeners and hit a home-run with my
speech?

2. How do I find a success strategy that will allow me to speak powerfully and
authentically?

3. How do I organize my content so it will have the most impact?

Description:

You stand up to present your idea and all you can see in front of you are all of the eyeballs
waiting for you open your mouth. Your heart knows they are simply waiting for information but
your mind and body tell you they are Olympic judges just waiting for you to flop. Are there ways
to help make this situation easier? How can you engage with your audience powerfully,
authentically and easily so they will pay attention to the message and not notice your nerves?

The 3C Presentation Skills workshop helps prepare for the before, the during
and the after of your keynote, your workshop or your meeting.

We will cover:
• 4 ways to inject power into your presentation
• how to find and effectively use the personal success strategy you already have
• how to organize your message for greatest engagement and impact
• 3 simple ways to connect and not just speak
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About the Presenter:

Robert Kennedy III is a speaker, trainer and 
consultant who speaks on the topics of leadership 
and communication.  He is a former classroom 
teacher who enjoys sharing unique perspectives 
and ways of attacking a problem.  

Robert’s leadership experiences began shortly 
after college serving in mental health non-profits 
as a director.  After 5 years, he moved into the 
high school and college classrooms as a science 
teacher.  During his teaching years, he started his 
first business interviewing and promoting music 
artists.  He moved into the training industry in 
2008 where he developed online learning, later 
teaching organizations how to effectively 
communicate and transmit information to their 
employees.

Robert has authored 1 technical manual and 2 books including 28 Days To A New Me: A 
Journey of Commitment and 7 Ways To Know You Were Meant To Lead, available on 
Amazon and bookstores.

Contact Information:

To visit Robert online, please use the information below:

Website: http://www.robertkennedy3.com
Twitter: http://twitter.com/robertkennedy3
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/robertkennedy3

Phone: 410-575-3657

To hire Robert as a speaker or trainer for your organization, 

please email: speaking@robertkennedy3.com
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